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Using ion carbon beams generated by high intensity short pulse lasers we perform measurements of single shot mean charge equilibration in cold or isochorically heated solid density aluminum matter. We demonstrate that plasma effects in such matter heated up to 1 eV do not significantly impact the equilibration of carbon ions with energies 0.045–0.5 MeV/nucleon. Furthermore, these measurements allow for a first evaluation of semiempirical formulas or ab initio models that are being used to predict the mean of the equilibrium charge state distribution for light ions passing through warm dense matter.
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The understanding of the physical processes involved in the interaction of ion beams in warm dense matter (WDM) (i.e., plasmas characterized by temperatures $\geq 1$ eV and densities near solid) is fundamental for condensed matter, solid-state physics, fusion sciences, and astrophysical phenomena [1]. More specifically, ion stopping power and charge equilibrium in WDM are highly relevant for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) [2].

For cold matter, different theoretical approaches have been developed to describe the average charge state of an ion beam passing through matter and extended descriptions of these models are discussed in Ref. [3]. Giving here only a brief overview, two different parameters are commonly used: namely, the effective charge and the mean of the equilibrium charge state distribution. The effective charge is extracted from the ion stopping power, which has been introduced by Northcliffe with reference to hydrogen stopping power [4]. The mean of the equilibrium charge state distribution is the average of the projectile charge state distribution at a given energy while in the target $Z_{\text{mean}}(v) = \Sigma_i (Z_i \cdot n_i(Z_i, v))/\Sigma_i n_i$ ($n_i$ stands for the quantity of ions with charge $Z_i$ and energy $v$ of the beam) after equilibrium has occurred. This value typically appears in theoretical expressions but cannot be easily measured [5]. In this Letter, the mean charge of the emerging beam is actually measured: it might slightly differ from the equilibrium since the charge state may have experienced further relaxation processes after exiting the target (e.g., via Auger decay) [6]. Several models have been developed to predict either $Z_{\text{mean}}$ (see, for instance, Refs. [7,8]), or the whole evolution of the charge state distribution through ab initio models like GLOBAL [9] and ETACHA [10].

In regards to WDM, difficulties arise in calculating the $Z_{\text{mean}}$. Highly charged plasmas at high temperature modify the plasma screening properties and thereby impact ionization, electron capture and recombination rates, and cross sections; moreover, the velocity dependence of those atomic collision processes in strongly ionized matter is not well understood. Hence, the explicit calculation of the mean charge state [11] from first principles is very difficult in dense matter and only quasiempirical models [12] are currently being used to predict the $Z_{\text{mean}}$ for light ions passing through WDM.

In this Letter, we report first measurements of the mean charge state of a carbon ion beam, with energy from 0.05 to 0.5 MeV/nucleon (nucl), passing through aluminum WDM. This has been achieved using a new experimental platform for studying interaction of light ions with WDM within a short time scale that avoids any significant change in the WDM condition during the interaction. The results are obtained using two ion beams generated by two independent high intensity short pulse laser beams: one to isochorically heat the solid density sample [13], while the other is used to probe in a single shot the heated sample. The analysis of the data is performed with the aid of two codes: the hydrodynamic code ESTHER [14] to model the target heating process and an extended version of the ETACHA code based on Ref. [10], which is used to predict the mean equilibrium charge state at 300 K over an projectile energy range from 0.1 to 0.5 MeV/nuc.

The experiment was carried out using the ELFIE laser at the Laboratoire pour l’Utilisation des Lasers Intenses (LULI). The experimental setup using two short pulse
beams and three targets is shown in Fig. 1. These types of lasers can create pulsed broadband ion beams of picosecond duration by interacting with flat solid targets via the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism [15,16]. In this process, hot electrons, generated by the short pulse laser, create a sheath field strong enough to ionize and predominantly accelerate hydrocarbons off the target surface.

Laser accelerated ion beams can be used (i) to isochorically heat thick solid-density samples, with negligible hydrodynamic expansion, up to ~20–100 eV [13,17,18] and (ii) as a picosecond-scale probe. Achieving such picosecond-scale heating and probing is significantly harder with ion beams produced in conventional accelerators since the minimum pulse duration produced by accelerator facilities is of the order of nanoseconds. In other words, on this time scale this ion beam is not useful in heating dense targets (or probing them) as hydrodynamic expansion will change the state of the target of interest.

Here, as shown in Fig. 1, the first short pulse beam (B1), with 1 J in energy, pulse duration of $\tau = 320$ fs, and intensity of $4 \times 10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$ on target, is used to irradiate a very thin Mylar foil (1.5 μm). In this way, similar acceleration fields are expected to develop (thus producing similar ion beam characteristics) on both sides of the Mylar target [19]. One beam is passing through the unheated or proton heated secondary target, while the other one is used as a reference. Laser pulse B1 is frequency doubled (the fundamental wavelength was 1.057 μm) in order to increase its temporal contrast; a too intense laser pedestal would have damaged the very thin Mylar target inhibiting the symmetrical acceleration. The secondary target is composed of 100 nm aluminum foil. It is isochorically heated to WDM conditions using a picosecond broadband proton beam generated by the second short pulse beam (B2). This laser beam is independently compressed with 4 J in energy, pulse duration of $\tau = 320$ fs, and intensity of $1.6 \times 10^{19}$ W/cm$^2$ and irradiated a 10 μm thick gold foil to produce the proton beam (see Fig. 1). Its spectrum is fully characterized (in energy and particle flux) by an absolutely calibrated proton spectrometer.

We have developed a compact platform which allows the measurement of equilibrium charge state distribution on a single shot. Two Thomson parabolas (TP) [20], as shown in Fig. 1, are used to measure the ion beam energy spectrum as well as charge state distribution of the ion beam generated by B1, at a distance of 70 cm away from the Mylar target. The TP design that we used has a 100 μm diameter pinhole with a 0.32 T magnetic field inside an iron yoke, a pair of electrodes after the magnets with 6 kV/cm field, and a FujiFilm BAS-TR image plate for the detection. The magnetic field disperses the ions in energy vertically and the electric field separates the various charge states horizontally as a function of charge/mass ratio. The simultaneous measurement of the two ion beams, the one from the front side (unperturbed reference beam, TP1) and the other from the back side (the beam that passes through the secondary target of interest, TP2), is necessary in order to compare the two ion spectra on the same shot, thus overcoming shot-to-shot variations [19]. Each TP was absolutely calibrated in energy and efficiency [21], allowing us to retrieve absolute spectra for each ion charge state as a function of ion energy, i.e., to obtain $dN/(dE \cdot d\Omega)$ [in part/(MeV ⋅ str)].

The symmetry of the “transmitted” and “reference” C ion beams is tested by removing the secondary target. The spectra accelerated forward and backward are not identical in terms of particle numbers and energy cutoff. The maximum energies of the probe beam were 0.2 and 0.6 MeV/nucl, respectively. This is likely due to the fact that the pulse duration employed is not ultrashort, resulting in a stronger deformation of the target front surface than in Ref. [19]. Nevertheless, the charge state fractions of the ion beams accelerated forward and backward are identical at each energy. For the purpose of our experiment, this similarity allows us to use the beam accelerated backward as a reference for the one accelerated forward (the probing ion beam) up to 0.2 MeV/nucl.

The mean charge of both the reference carbon ion beam and the carbon beam after passing through cold (300 K) solid aluminum are shown in Fig. 2 as function of beam energy. What we observe for the reference spectrum is the result of a complex ionization and acceleration process: ionization of the surface ions proceeds mainly by field ionization induced by barrier suppression [22]. Since the ions which are in the target outermost layers will both experience high ionizing fields and high acceleration compared to ions positioned deeper, and for which these fields are partially screened, this process produces the observed correlation at the source between ionization and ion energy: the beam average charge increases with beam energy. On top of this, we observe in Fig. 2 that the mean charge state of ions with energy <0.1 MeV/nucl from
reference and transmitted beam overlap; this means that the reference carbon beam, for energies $<0.1$ MeV/nucl, is already equilibrated. There can be two sources for equilibration: (i) equilibration in flight during the ion beam travel to the detector, either with the comoving electrons, or with the background gas, and (ii) interaction with the surrounding plasma at the source since this low energy part of the ion beam ($<0.1$ MeV/nucl) transits at the source for a longer time in the dense part of the accelerating sheath. As the first can be estimated and the processes are found to be negligible, this suggests that the low energy ions are already at equilibrium when leaving the source target. However, as also shown in Fig. 2, contrary to the low energy portion, the higher energy portion of the spectrum (0.1–0.8 MeV/nucl), is not at equilibrium after leaving the source target; i.e., the “reference” spectrum exhibits higher $Z_{\text{mean}}$ than the “through” spectrum. Therefore, we can use this part of the ion beam to characterize the charge altering properties of the secondary target. In summary, a nonequilibrium ion beam is partially dressed after going through the Al target while no change in the charge state distribution occurs if the equilibrium is already reached in the primary ion beam. Finally, we note that, due to the nature of the laser acceleration process, the carbon probe beam, although broadband, is longitudinally laminar [23], i.e., at the time it intercepts the secondary target, the beam is linearly stretched in energy due to the time of flight dispersion.

At this point, it is interesting to compare the equilibrium mean charge of carbon ions in cold aluminium we measured using the through spectrum with some of the semiempirical models which give the effective charge [4,12,24,25], and quasiempirical formulas of $Z_{\text{mean}}$ [7,26] or ab initio calculations using the extended version of the ETACHA code from which $Z_{\text{mean}}$ can be extracted. In Fig. 3(a), we can clearly see that if the effective charge matches the $Z_{\text{mean}}$ at high energy, it lies at a higher value when the ion energy decreases as has been discussed for other collision systems in Sigmund’s paper [3].

In Fig. 3(b), we compare the data obtained with a cold target in a single shot with the extended version of the ETACHA code. The code can predict the population of projectile electronic states, $n\ell$ up to $n=3$, by solving a set of coupled differential rate equations. Ion-atom cross sections for capture, ionization, and excitation processes are used and radiative and Auger deexcitations are included as well. In its first version (as described in Ref. [10]), the validity domain was limited to high projectile energy, but it has been improved recently by using nonperturbative theories to describe the atomic collision processes that extend its application domain towards lower energy, i.e., down to 0.1 MeV/nucl relevant for the present case of carbon on aluminum. In Fig. 3(b), we also reported Shima’s empirical curve [26] based on measurements from
conventional accelerator devices compiled in Ref. [27]. Since our experimental platform did not include diagnostics for the neutrals, it should be noted that all the $Z_{\text{mean}}$ values reported here (from code or data) are given without including the neutrals. However, according to the ETACHA code, this only affects the calculation below 0.1 MeV/nucl.

From Fig. 3(b), one can see that our data obtained with the cold Al target are fully consistent with the ETACHA calculations that has been found to be entirely reliable when compared to charge state distributions obtained with conventional accelerator devices for collision systems similar to the one currently studied here. On the other hand, our experimental data lie at lower mean charge state values when compared with the commonly used empirical formula given by Shima [8] by, at most, 15%. This was not a priori unexpected since others, for higher $Z$ ions, have already shown that the Shima’s formula overestimates the mean charge [28]. Since the error bar in the calibration of our detector is of $\pm 0.005$ MeV/nucl, the agreement between the ETACHA code and our data for cold target positively assesses our new experimental platform.

Therefore, we repeated the measurements through proton-heated material. The plasma conditions of the proton heated secondary target are calculated using the 1D Lagrangian hydrodynamics code ESTHER [14]. Using the measured heating proton parameters, this procedure has been well-assessed in previous proton heating experiments [13, 27] with the same range of densities and temperatures.

The plasma characteristics of the secondary target heated by protons over the course of several tens of picoseconds are shown in Fig. 4. We can see that there exists a window of $\sim 100$ ps where the plasma is in the desired regime of WDM. By adjusting the delay between $B_1$ and $B_2$, and accounting for the time of flight of the probe ion beam, a desired interval of carbon ion energies can probe the WDM conditions (an example for a particular delay is shown on the top axis of Fig. 4). In this experiment, we aimed to employ ion energies below 1 MeV/nucl to probe the WDM conditions since it is for such energies [12] that we can expect $Z_{\text{mean}}$ to be modified compared to when passing through cold matter.

The experimental mean charge state of the ion probe beam passing through heated plasma is presented in Fig. 5. The carbon ion probe beam arrived here at the secondary target such that ions with energies 0.41–0.53 MeV/nucl passed through heated plasma, as shown in Fig. 4. When compared to results of unheated aluminum, we can conclude that heating aluminum to 1 eV does not significantly affect the equilibration of states of the ion beam as the curves in Fig. 5 for heated and unheated aluminum are almost overlapping. Similar results were obtained when we changed the delay between $B_1$ and $B_2$ so that different energy intervals of the carbon ion beam-probe can be explored: namely for 0.09–0.1 and 0.045–0.05 MeV/nucl passing through the aluminum target while in the WDM conditions shown in Fig. 4. These results may not be surprising: although the probe beam passes through WDM, the aluminum foil is heated to 1 eV, which, regarding the perturbation induced to atomic collision processes inside the material, does not correspond to a truly ionized medium on the average.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that we can reproduce well, with our experimental setup, the data obtained in cold matter with accelerators on a single shot. Accordingly, a very good agreement is found with the results of the ETACHA code in its recent version.

![FIG. 4 (color online). Density and temperature of the heated aluminum target as simulated by ESTHER using the measured heating proton parameters.](image)

![FIG. 5 (color online). $Z_{\text{mean}}$ of the carbon ion beam as measured by the TP2 through 100 nm of aluminum cold or heated to 1 eV. The shot was timed such that the ion beam with energy 0.41–0.53 MeV/nucl came to equilibrium through the warm dense aluminum plasma (see Fig. 4).](image)
Furthermore, we have also demonstrated for the first time that measurements of the mean charge state of an ion beam passing in WDM under well controlled conditions can be realized. We have shown that plasma effects in WDM heated up to 1 eV do not significantly impact the mean charge of a $^{12}$C$^+$ beam passing through aluminum. Such measurements open up an untouched regime where we can test various theoretical predictions. Next steps will be to perform similar measurements for other ions and certainly at higher temperature in WDM. Recent achievements of ultrafast isochoric heating up to 100 eV using x-ray free-electron laser beams [29] offer interesting perspectives in this respect.
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